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Today we’ll explore and expand our 
definitions of writing with  3 areas of focus:

● Sketchnoting
● Process Writing (content or ELA)
● Quick Writing



Paula Bourque

Visual Notetaking for Students, 
Teachers, and Flexible Thinkers



Read the following word and take 1 minute 
to sketch your mental image.

House



Were they all the same?

If the seemingly simple concept of “house” can have so many manifestations, 
imagine our students thinking on more complex concepts from verbal or written 
information in class.

Although our students may be receiving identical information from us, the brain’s 
unique processing nearly assures nonidentical outcomes.

Having them create visuals based on their understanding will provide us with 
valuable formative assessment information within minutes.



Why Visual Notetaking?

“Studies show that when 
you hear a piece of 
information, you’ll recall 
about 10% of it three days 
later. If you add a picture to 
that information for your 
students they’ll be able to 
recall 65%”.*

*Medina, Brain Rules



We are visual thinkers.

Some research suggests that 75% 
of our incoming information is 
processed visually.*

If we hear or read a word, an image 
comes to mind.

Farm

Alligator

Soccer Roam, Blah, Blah, Blah;What to Do When 
Words Don’t Work. 2011



Build On Our Strengths

Our minds  visualize, but it is so automatic we often don’t pay 
attention and the learning doesn’t stick.

Physically writing notes and images activates multiple regions 
of the brain that involve thinking, language, visual processing, 
and working memory. 

When your mind and body act together you can recall more of 
what you hear and draw.*

Rohde,M. Sketchnote Handbook, 2013



Student Learning
Helps them:

● Take notes
● Ask questions
● Organize ideas
● Plan writing
● Express thinking



Templates
You can use a 

graphic 
organizer type 

template to 
support your 

students’ visual 
notetaking.



Professional Learning
Capture,Explore and 
Express thinking from:

● Professional Reading 
● Workshops
● Idea Planning
● Personal learning
● TED Talks
● Podcasts
● ANYTHING!



Coaching and Observing



So Let’s Get Started!

What do you need?

● Pen, Pencil, or Markers
● Paper
● Can-Do Attitude!



An Introduction to Visual Notetaking
Verbal to Visual

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZQ7ILUAsek


The basics...Headings
Create some kind of heading for your 
topic. Banners work well for this.

Often I include the speaker or date 
for reference. 

Anticipate structure. Will sequence or 
main idea/details be most likely? 
That will help you plan a layout 
concept.



The basics...Frames
If speakers have presentation 
materials you capture only the 
big ideas you see and want to 
remember. If not, listen for key 
ideas with phrases                 
(“Most importantly”, “First”, “Remember”...) 

Frames: Jot down key ideas and 
frame them to set them off. Later 
you can add details, make 
connections, etc. 



The basics...Dividers and Connectors
Dividers can be used to separate 
ideas, speakers, or perspectives.

Connectors can:

● Link ideas
● Show cause and effect
● Demonstrate steps/sequence
● Show If/Then ideas
● Demonstrate cycles
● Create taxonomies to classify/group 

ideas/details



The basics...Bullets, Fonts, Bubbles
Bullets: we use this in regular 
notetaking-be creative w sketchnoting

Fonts: Lettering can emphasize or 
demonstrate ideas & help us 
determine/recognize importance

Speech/Thought Bubbles: Use these 
to share direct quotes, express your 
own ideas, pose questions/wonderings, 
and denote dialogue.



The Basics...Icons and People
Sketchnoting is not about realist artwork. It is a 
way of capturing verbal ideas visually. 

Doodles should be simple and quick. 
Practicing ahead of time and anticipating what 
you might hear can help you become more 
efficient and even creative.

Create a ‘dictionary’ of common icons, people, 
facial expressions, etc. and practice. It’s fun!



Can’t Draw? I I Don’t Believe You!
Verbal to Visual

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AORR9Ud2vsI


Let’s Try It:  Icons
See if you can create an icon that represents each of these objects/ideas



Let’s Try It:  People
See if you can create a doodle for the following people:



Let’s Try It:  Actions
Create a sketchnote doodle to represent these actions:



Let’s Try It: Dictionary of Elements
Take a few moments 
to create your own 
“cheat sheet” of visual 
notetaking elements

● Banners
● Frames
● Bullets
● Dividers
● Connectors
● Fonts



Let’s  Try It

Create a quick sketchnote of 
something you want to remember 

from this morning.



Resources
These books are 
great resources.  



Resources
Here is a link to my Padlet with Sketchnoting Resources.  

https://padlet.com/
thelitcoachlady/ns
5qsg710a4 

https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady/ns5qsg710a4
https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady/ns5qsg710a4
https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady/ns5qsg710a4


Questions?

What are you 
wondering?
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What is Close Writing?

 

Close Writing: Cultivating a relationship between 
the writer and his or her writing through mindful 
and purposeful rereading, reflecting, and revising.



How is that different?







Taking a Look at CLOSE WRITING

1. Rereading
2. Reflecting
3. Revising



1. Rereading (Close Reading)

What do you 
notice about each 
of these writers 
and their ability to 
closely read their 
own work?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VeraFLezHXw


Writer Reading: 
Developing an ear for writing

The way an author reads his/her 
writing helps the listener to 
interpret the story. The listener can 
hear what the author thinks are 
important ideas, what the mood is 
supposed to be, and how the 
characters talk to one another.

When the listener is also the author, 
this can help them to be more 
purposeful in evaluating the clarity 
and cohesiveness of their writing.



Giving our students specific techniques helps them to be more intentional and reflective  
than suggestions to “read it with expression”.



Fast Forward vs. Play

“The ear is the only true writer and the 
only true reader.  I know people who 
read without hearing the sentence 
sounds and they were the fastest 
readers.  Eye readers we call them. 
They get the meaning by glances.  But 
they are bad readers because they 
miss the best part of what a good 
writer puts into his work.”   -Robert Frost

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRQjFm8jhVE


Authorial Reading Stances

Close writers vary 
the way they look at 

and listen to their 
writing so they can 
effectively edit or 

revise with 
consideration

for their readers.



2. Reflecting

Once we help student LEARN TO LOOK (closely read) 

we need to help them LOOK TO LEARN (reflect)

about their writing and their writing identities.



Learning to Look

Sometimes we want writers to reread 
with a specific focus. (narrow lens).

Sometimes we want them to reread to 
see what THEY notice. (wide lens)

Thinking about purpose will help us to 
determine the best lens.



Rewind and Find

Reflecting with a wide lens gives 
us insight into what students are 
noticing.

You cannot address (fix, revise, 
etc) what you do not notice.  How 
can we turn over more 
responsibility to our students to 
begin noticing?

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=plUa2qklcMk


Look Fors- Reflecting on Process

Help direct the audiences to 
notice the effort and intention 
the writers gave to their writing.

We can easily see the PRODUCT 
of writing, but what is less 
obvious and equally important is 
the PROCESS.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DdZYV4Z7hg


Teacher/Class Created







Student Created







3. Revising: Making the Potential, Possible

REVISE literally means to “see again”.

You cannot see again, if you haven’t really seen in the 
first place!

Once students learn to look and listen closely, they can 
begin to envision the possibilities and recognize their 
potential as writers.



What does 
REVISION 

mean to your 
students?



Recognizing the Need for Revision

1. See it differently

2. Narrow the scope

3. Develop some distance



Notice and Next Steps

There is often resistance to 
revision because writers see 
it as fixing what is WRONG.

Focusing on what is wrong is 
rather unpleasant!

Developing a growth mindset 
is imperative to becoming a 
close writer.



Revision Strips

There is often resistance to 
revision because writers have 
often worked very hard and 
don’t wish to “mess up” their 
writing.

Adding revision strips to the 
edges of the paper preserves 
the integrity of the original work 
and is a concrete example of a 
growth mindset!

Reflecting on ‘revision history’ when word processing can also be helpful! 



Rainbow Revision

For students who do not 
want to “mess up” their 
original work, a photocopy 
may be necessary.  Students 
closely read their writing to 
highlight evidence of 
specific techniques or 
writing craft.  A lack of color 
alerts the writer to potential 
revisions!



(It works for editing, too!)



Talk It Out

It is MUCH easier to rehearse 
potential revisions orally than it is 
to commit them to paper and then 
evaluate them.

Invite students to read small 
sections and then “talk it out” with 
a partner to orally rehearse ideas.  

Then invite students to add 
revisions. The big ideas and 
important details tend to stick!



Talk It Out

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nhR_iUqLKjI


We can support “Close Editing” when:
● We show them how punctuation affects sound of the reading, especially as it is 

used in each genre. 
● We encourage them to listen for punctuation as they compose and edit. 
● We help them understand that our brains often fill in the gaps and make it more 

difficult to spot mismatches when the work is so familiar and compensate for 
this by varying how we look at our writing. 

● We focus on one aspect at a time to edit, repeating the process with a variety of 
lenses. 

● We raise students’ awareness of what is easy and what is tricky to notice, so they 
can learn to adjust their attention more effectively. 



We can support “Close Editing” when:

● We gradually release our level of support for noticing in response to students’ 
increasing skill and awareness. 

● We review and reteach the rules for grammar and punctuation in response to 
student need. 

● We use mentor texts to analyze and appreciate how writers use punctuation to 
make their message clear and credible. 

● We don’t always save editing for the end. Flash editing at various points in the 
writing process invites success and engagement before students decide they are 
done.



Flash Editing



Caution Chart



Dry Erase Editing



Gradual Release Editing
Teaching Writers to Edit with Greater Independence and Less Scaffolding













All of our decisions should focus on supporting the 
writer, not just the writing. 

It is not about fixing up any one piece of writing, 
rather it is about helping our students learn more 

about the writing process and their writing identity 
each and every  time they write.

We never want to do FOR them, that which they 
can do for themselves. We want to foster 

self-directed learners...CLOSE WRITERS! 



Quick Writes
LOW-STAKes /

HIGH ENGAGEMENT WRITING

FOR ALL



“Short and frequent bursts of low-stakes writing in response to a 

stimulus, that do not allow for planning, revising, or overly-cautious 

forethought. They are thinking on paper that help students creatively 

explore ideas while boosting their volume of writing.”

In other words

“Thinking and inking.”
From: Quick Writing: Nurturing Hearts and Minds in Elementary Classrooms

© 2018 Paula Bourque



What Can Quick Writing Do For Our Students?

1. Boost the volume of low stakes writing for our students

2. Develop valuable “soft skills” beyond literacy 

3. Reset students’ default approach to writing

4. Strengthen relationships with our students 

5. Increase enjoyment of writing



Writing in Our Classrooms

Take a moment and jot down some writing tasks, assignments, projects, 
activities, etc. your students engaged in this year.

High-Stakes Writing Low-Stakes Writing

● Graded or used as Evaluation
● Taken through the Writing Process
● Specific criteria for success
● Often in response or related to texts
● Often demonstrates learning
● Focus on learning to write 
● Must adhere to the prompt
● Used as a summative assessment

● Not graded (at least for content)
● Focus on rehearsal or drafting element 

of Writing Process
● No specific criteria for success
● Often personal response/reflection
● Often stimulates curiosity and wonder
● Focus on writing to learn or create
● May be inspired by a prompt 



Primary Writers 
Meet your writers where they are. That may mean at the letter or word level.

Three Quick Write Approaches

● Mystery Letter
● Word Bursts
● Label Maker



Mystery Letter



Word 
Bursts



Label Maker



Informational Quick Writes
Think KWL as a constructivist theory for building our schema and knowledge.

K= What I Know

W= What I Wonder

L= What I’m Learning



MYSTERY DOUG SCIENCE (https://mysterydoug.com/ )

https://mysterydoug.com/


Appreciation Quick Writes
Appreciation can only happen when we tune in, notice, and become more aware. 
We can’t always take our students out into the world to do this, so we can look for ways to 
bring the world into the classroom. 

Think about bringing the ARTS
back into Language Arts!

❏ Photos
❏ Art 
❏ Videos
❏ Music



Photos                    https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady/gyvb1ytel60l 

https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady/gyvb1ytel60l


Google Photo Album     https://photos.app.goo.gl/ZP8L231JQsLDVnon2 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/ZP8L231JQsLDVnon2


Art                          https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady/l52x31h05bd5 

https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady/l52x31h05bd5


Ekphrastic 
Quick 
Writes



Videos  (Book Trailers)  https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady/ittklr74rm5s

https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady/ittklr74rm5s


Videos (Content Area)   https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady/tw73vn5rvkbw  

https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady/tw73vn5rvkbw


Music



Social Emotional Quick Writes
3Ms of Social-Emotional Learning

The three areas we have explored for social-emotional awareness and 
learning are 

❏ Mindfulness, 
❏ Metacognition
❏ Mindset



Mindfulness

We can train our brains to ask:

What do I notice? 
What am I feeling? 
What does this make me think? 
What does this mean for me?” 



Mindful Videos

https://photos.app.goo.gl/c9

yHkQvhoTOjzIr22 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/c9yHkQvhoTOjzIr22
https://photos.app.goo.gl/c9yHkQvhoTOjzIr22


Metacognition

Metacognition is the awareness and understanding of our thought process. 
This thinking about thinking is a crucial skill needed for students to take 
charge of their own learning.

Generic Exit Slip Quick Writes
● What did you learn today?
● What is still tricky, confusing, unclear?
● What are you wondering?
● What were you feeling during the lesson?
● What will you try to remember?



Metacognition: Self Reflection 

● What did you focus on to make this work stronger?
● What do you want me to notice about this work you are submitting?
● What is something new you tried with this work?
● What makes this your best work/effort?
● What did you learn today/this week that you want to remember?
● If your family asks, “What did you learn today?” What would you 

say?



Mindset

  Mindset is essentially the beliefs and attitudes we hold about ourselves. 
We want our students to develop healthy personal identities so that they 
feel empowered with a positive mindset.

● I’m the kind of reader who… 

● I’m the kind of writer who… 

● I’m the kind of student who...

● I’m the kind of friend who…



Quotes
❏ “If you always do what you’ve always done, you’ll always get what you always got.”- 

Mark Twain
❏ “Everything you can imagine, is real.” -Pablo Picasso
❏ “Remember, no one can make you feel inferior without your consent.” Eleanor 

Roosevelt
❏ “Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.”-Theodore Roosevelt
❏ “I can accept failure; everyone fails at something. But I can’t accept not trying.”- 

Michael Jordan
❏ Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.”– Albert 

Einstein



Teacher Quick Writes

● The best part of teaching is…
● I know I’ve succeeded when…
● There is nothing better than…
● Our school ROCKS because…
● When you visit our school, I hope you notice…
● A teacher I admire is…
● At the end of a school (day/week/year) I feel…
● Summers are a time for…



Sticky Situations
Quick Writes offer a rehearsal for response:

  Think of a situation in which you wish you had more time to think about how you 
would respond.  

Ex.   Must be nice to have summers off.

         You can’t just keep throwing money at schools.



Take Away
Take 3 minutes and write a letter to yourself

Dear ______,

    As we start back to school I just wanted to remind you to try…
   Something I explored June 20th that I wanted to try out this year was…

Put these in an envelope. 

Give them to Ira. 
Explore your interests and passions. 

             Enjoy your summer.



Paula’s Padlets  https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady 

https://padlet.com/thelitcoachlady

